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Kevlar®-Lined Waterstop™/Oilbloc™ 
Goat-Grain Arc-Flash Drivers Glove

Endura®

• Goat-grain leather is treated with Oilbloc™ for 
 unbeatable oil resistance and Waterstop™ for 
 excellent water, oil, and stain-repellent 
 properties

• Goatskin is exceptionally tough and abrasion 
 resistant with a high strength-to-weight ratio

• Seamless-knit, cut-resistant Kevlar® lining for 
 ANSI level-A4 cut protection

• Driver style slips on easily and has elastic 
 backs for snug fit

• Level 4 arc-flash resistant

Automotive
Steel Mills
Metal Stamping
Material Handling
Maintenance
Petroleum Industry 
Manufacturing

Industrial
Construction
Forklift, Truck Drivers
Farm Equipment
Mining
Utilities

FEATURES

APPLICATIONS

AVAILABLE SIZES

1800 grams of cut
protection.

#378GOBKL

Kevlar® lining

Oilbloc™ treatment

“I have received the product and have run them through a series of tests. I am very happy 
with every aspect of this product; comfort, fit, cut protection, fluid exposure, as well as other 
things that this item is not “rated” for such as moderate heat exposure. I was so pleased, I 

requested over a dozen other gloves for others in the department. I intend to promote 
your product throughout our research lab.”

TESTIMONIAL

TÉMOIGNAGES

TESTIMONIO

Jasin P.

EOR Technician, Oil Industry

This Kevlar®-lined goat grain glove offers ANSI level A-4 cut protection. Elasticized backs provide a snug 
fit, allowing gloves to slip on and off easily. Great care has been put into these gloves to minimize oil 
buildup, which can provide an additional source of flaming. Arc-flash testing placed these gloves at 
level 4, with a rating of ATPV = 41 Cal/cm².

These supple goat-grain drivers gloves are processed with Superior’s own Oilbloc™ treatment for 
exceptional water and oil repellency. Oil simply won’t soak through, not hours—or even days—after 
being dropped onto leather. (Untreated leather absorbs oils and liquids within seconds of contact.) 
Gloves are highly stain resistant, without picking up contamination, provide greater safety. 

These gloves are also treated with Waterstop™, a fluoro-chemical water-repellent emulsion for excellent 
water, oil, and stain-repellent properties.

Note: these gloves are designed for spark and flame resistance, not thermal contact.

For more information on Driver and Roper Leather Gloves click the following link:  
http://www.superiorglove.com/work-gloves/leather-gloves/heavy-duty-leather-fitter-gloves

Kevlar® is a registered trademark of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.
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